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Forming a Type For the

Collection of U. S. 
Newer

Collector
Paper Currency

by Paul H. Johansen, ANA 23319, SPMC 3715

As a continuing collector of stamps, coins and
syngraphics, I have been gratified to see the sharply
increasing interest in the last-mentioned hobby,
collecting paper currency. It is true that a limited
supply, particularly in the large size notes, serves to fix
the depth and degree of completeness of such a
collection; nevertheless there are avenues in the various
classifications which lend themselves to creating a very
decent showing.

Use of Type Terms

U. S. Treasury issues, mid-1861 and after, fall into
classes dependent upon their purpose, and separate by
denomination, portrait, scene or allegory; seals by size,
shape, color or position on the face of the note; federal
or bank or district identification; a change in the color of
serial numbers, if there be a change; the wording of
inscription or obligation; the presence of counterfeiting
or convertible references; and overprinting imparting
particular significance. Such criteria fix separate,
recognizable types.

Classes, referred to above, clearly separate the
different notes, i.e., Legal Tender, Silver and Gold
Certificates, National Bank Notes (National Currency),
Federal Reserve Bank and Federal Reserve Notes, and
Coin (Treasury) Notes. Other classes are encountered
less often.

Features Not in Themselves Fixing
Separate Types

A listing of differences safely to be ignored as fixing
type are:

Serial numbers, prefixes, suffixes, combinations or
placement upon the face of the note.

Series dates or suffixed letters.
Differing federal banks or districts or their accompanying

numbers or letters. This does not exclude, however, change
from number to letter in the early (1928) small currency issues.

Place of payment on early large notes, such as "Washing-
ton", "New York", etc.

National banks by name, town, city or state.
Signatures or signature combinations.

Some of these exclusions do coincide with changes,

face or back, that do provide a separate type; however,
that is but coincidental.

Error notes, too, are excluded because they do not
represent a government emission consciously prepared
and intended for general circulation.

Basic Books Come First

Risking "one-note" repetition, again I advance the
slogan that "books come first". Books deliver widened
horizons and stimulate understanding and enjoyment.
So, first those considered essential, then a second list of
those desirable additions that will broaden one's
developing interests;

Friedberg's Paper Money of the United States (10th ed., 1981)
Hessler's U. S. Paper Money (1981)
Hewitt-Donlon U. S. Small Size Paper Money (1979)
Kagin-Donlon U. S. Large Size Paper Money (1979)
Shafers' Modern U. S. Currency (1980)
Coin World Almanac (1978, chapter nine)

Specialized Additions:

Huntoon/Van Belkum/Warns National Bank Note Issues
1929-1935; Lloyd's National Bank, Federal Reserve Bank, and
Federal Reserve Bank Notes 1928-1950; Ramsay & Polito's
National Banks of the U. S. 1863-1935 (this is a gem); and Van
Belkum's National Banks of the Note Issuing Period 1863-1935
(this is another valuable little book).

Current Number of Types

Relying on the definitions and exclusions, there
follows a listing of classes, then types of large and small
sizes. It can serve as the foundation for a collection
whose limits are entirely the whim of the collector.
Collecting is governed by the personality, interests, and
financial capability of the individual. First, the classes:

CCD — Currency Certificates of Deposit
CIN — Compound Interest Note
CN — Coin Note. (Also known as "Treasury Note" but this

terminology is avoided because it identifies the earliest Legal
Tenders, too.)

DN — Demand Note
FRBN — Federal Reserve Bank Note
FRN — Federal Reserve Note
GC — Gold Certificate
IBN — Interest-bearing Note



Paper Money

LT — Legal Tender. (Earliest issues designated "Treasury
Note" and later ones described as "United States Note". See
CN above.)

NBN — National Bank Note. (Obverse often carried the
designation "National Currency--.)

NGBN — National Gold Bank Note. (California banks only)
RC — Refunding Certificate
SC — Silver Certificate

We now identify the type distribution among the
classes and face values of all U. S. paper currenty mid-
1861 to date:
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Some collecting seems to provide a special aura of
pleasure:

Legal Tender — The 1869 series, $1 - $20, is known as
the "Rainbow" series and is particularly beautiful; it is
often put into sets. As an addition or an alternative, the
1880 series is worth a try. One of such displays a
mammoth brown seal that is most attractive. The $10
"Bison" of 1901 is most sought-after. The $10 single-
year of Jackson displays a face and back that is a high-
water mark of such an issue.

Class Participation $1 - $100,000

Class:
L - Large
S - Small

CCD

1

-L

Dollar types

2	 5	 10 	 20 50 100

Thousand $ types

500 1M 5M 10M 100M
1 	 1

CIN - L 1 1 1 1 1 1
CN -L 	 3 3 3 3 3 1 2 1 3
DN -L 2 2 2
FRBN - L 	 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

-S 1 1 1 1 1
FRN - L 2 2 2 2 2

-S 	 2 1 7 7 8 6 6 2 2 2 1
GC -L 2 7 6 7 4 8 5 2

-S 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 1
IBN - L 1 1 5 5 5 5 2 1
LT -L 	 9 8 10 11 9 8 8 8 8 1 1

-S 	 1 4 4 1
NBN -L 	 2 2 8 8 8 8 8 1 1

-S 2 2 2 2 2
NGBN - L 1 1 1 1 1 1
RC - L 2
SC -L	 8 6 9 10 9 6 5 2 3

- S	 10 3 4

TOTAL
413 36 25 53 59 56 49 50 27 33 13 11 1
Types

To the total of 413 types there may be added 33 types
of Fractional Currency. It consisted of five issues, 3c
through 50c, which prevailed as small change during
the Civil War and for some time thereafter, 1862-1876,
when coin literally disappeared.

Suggestions for a Pattern of U. S.
Type Collecting

As a practical matter the higher denominations of
currency have little meaning, for much of it has been
retired by the Treasury, is viewable only in museums, or
has vanished completely. The following suggestions
offer approaches to some of the solid satisfactions in
currency collecting within these structures: The $1
through $20 large currency, very fine or better, is
especially attractive. Should you be interested in small
currency, it would be well to seek out CU, crisp
uncirculated. It is true that lesser conditions are
available; however, the widening spread in values later
may make you regret having made the current saving.

Silver Certificates — The "Educational" notes of
1896, $1, $2, and $5, are considered some of the most
attractive, not only of Silver Certificates but of all notes.
A most interesting and attractive Sioux Indian graces
the $5 of 1899. Another in demand is the $5 Lincoln
"Porthole", a single year type of 1923.

Coin Notes (or Treasury) — As an outstanding set of
examples of workmanship, 1890-1891, look in on these
pairs that are superb.

National Bank Notes — As types only, Nationals
began with First Charter, 1865, and ran to 1929 large,
then continue on to the small size to 1935. Of special

(Continued On Page 314)
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Large Size Montana Nationals
by Milton M. Sloan, SPMC 2439

Fifteen years of recording known Montana Nationals
should now provide a reasonable basis to present some
statistics regarding notes from this state.

The total issue of large Montana Nationals was well
over four million notes and this writer now has
individual data on 405 known notes which indicates a
survival rate of approximately one note for each 10,433
issued.

The accompanying tables provide the above-
mentioned statistics and it will be left up to the
individual reader for his or her own interpretation.

Type Collection
(Continued From Page 313)

beauty and attractiveness is the First Issue, Second
Charter period, 1882.1922, the so-called "Brown Back",
an issue replete with copies of historical paintings.

Gold Certificates — At the turn of the century we have
beautiful examples, the $10 Hillegas and the $20
Washington. The earliest of the latter goes by the name
"Technicolor" note and truly it is. It now is, however,
reaching a very high level if you see it in CU.

Small Size Notes — Last, we reach the small size
notes, 1928 and later. In general these are much less
expensive but they cannot engender the interest that
the more colorful, large size notes that preceded them
do. Plainer in workmanship and color, they lack the
flair. With that comment I shall leave it.

Summary

Drawing off now, you can no doubt see the outer
boundaries of the classes and give thought to a hunt
that will catch and preserve your interest. If so, that was
my objective in writing this article.

During the past year, the most interesting
happenings concerning Montana notes, in my view,
have been the doubling of known 2CP Denomination
Backs from two to four notes and the surfacing of a $10
First Charter Series of 1875, state from the
Northwestern National Bank of Great Falls, CN 2476.
To date, I have not heard of another note with that bank
title.

The Denomination Back notes arrived on the scene
via the auction route with one from NASCA the latter
half of 1980 and the other from Hickman & Oakes June,
1981 auction. Both were better grade notes and on the
National Bank of Montana, Helena CN 5671. This bank
was one of two issuing Montana Denominational
Backs, the other being the First National of Chinook of
which there is one note known.

The Northwestern Bank of Great Falls was originally
chartered as the First National Bank of Fort Benton,
Montana Territory on May 14, 1880. The title and
location were changed on April 15, 1891, closed on
February 5, 1897, and finally placed in receivership on
March 6, 1897. It should be noted that all the bank
creditors were paid in full by owners of the bank — the
Conrad brothers who had already established further
banking interests in Kalispell as well as other Montana
locations.

My sincere thanks and appreciation to the many
dealers, collectors, bankers and individuals who have
provided much of the information presented. The
information is current to July 1, 1981.

For those willing to furnish any information on
known large or small Montana Nationals, please
contact me at 1013 E. 7th St., Whitefish, MT 59937.
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